7-Using Ajax Standards Mode Framework Page - Portal rendering all contents in Edge

For New Portal versions you have the option to use "Ajax Standards Mode Framework Page":

-NW 7.4 SP09 and higher

-NW 7.31 SP14 and higher

-You can create a desktop and set this new framework page in order to have all contents in Portal rendering in Standards/Edge (as default SAP Portal is rendered in Quirks)

The new framework page content is located in the following path in the Portal Content:

"Portal content" >> "Portal users" >> "Standards Portal users" >> "Ajax Standards Mode Framework content"

-More details in SAP note #2001910 and in the PAM Browser Support as mentioned in item #1_PAM step6.

-Note that in this scenario in order to have any iView/page rendering in "Quirks" it must be rendered in a new window setting the "Launch in new window" property to "Display in separate headerless portal window (NavMode 3)".

-Note that it works for Internet Explorer 9 and higher.